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A long-lost airship with a deadly cargo. . .In 1939 a secret airship departed Germany in the dark
of night filled with some of the most influential people of its time, each carrying their most
valuable possessions. One such item amongst them was as dangerous as it was priceless.The
airship never reached its destination.In present day, former Marine troubleshooter Sam Reilly
discovers a missing clue about the lost airship, triggering a violent treasure hunt against the
most dangerous and ruthless men in the world today. . .. . . and time is running out.

About the AuthorA science fiction and fantasy legend, Lois McMaster Bujold has won seven
Hugo Awards and three Nebula Awards. Her Miles Vorkosigan saga is a massively popular
science fiction mainstay. Her many New York Times bestsellers include previous series
entries Cryoburn, Diplomatic Immunity, and Captain Vorpatril’s Alliance. In 2020, Ms. Bujold was
named the 36th Damon Knight Grand Master by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of
America. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverTrois ans après la mort
de son illustre mari, Cordelia Vorkosigan a de nouveaux projets, auxquels Oliver Joie, amiral de
la flotte de Sergyar, se retrouve mêlé d'une façon aussi inattendue que définitive. C est ainsi que
Miles, Auditeur impérial, en arrive à enquêter sur sa propre mère... À l'heure où les nouvelles
technologies remettent en question les vieux principes qui régissent la société barrayarane, tous
les protagonistes de cette histoire vont devoir œuvrer de conserve pour réconcilier le passé, le
présent et le futur. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the
AuthorAuthor's Note: A Bujold Reading-Order Guide The Fantasy Novels My fantasy novels are
not hard to order. Easiest of all is The Spirit Ring, which is a stand-alone, or aquel, as some wag
once dubbed books thatfor some obscure reason failed to spawn a subsequent series.
Nexteasiest are the four volumes of The Sharing Knife--in order, Beguilement, Legacy, Passage,
and Horizon--which I broke down and actually numbered, as this is one continuous tale. What
were called the Chalion books after the setting of its first twovolumes, but which now that the
geographic scope has widened I'm dubbing the World of the Five Gods, were written to be stand-
alones as part of a larger whole. However, the second volume certainly contains spoilersfor the
first, so Curse-Paladin is the recommended readingorder. The third is in effect an independent
prequel, not sharingcharacters or setting with the other two, so readers of the priorvolumes need
to adjust their expectations going in. In any case, thepublication order is: The Curse of
ChalionPaladin of SoulsThe Hallowed HuntIn terms of internal world chronology, The Hallowed
Hunt would fall first, the Penric novellas perhaps a hundred and fifty years later, and The Curse
of Chalion and Paladin of Souls would follow a century or so after that.Current internal
chronology of the Penric & Desdemona tales is:"Penric's Demon""Penric and the
Shaman""Penric's Fox""Penric's Mission""Mira's Last Dance"Other Original E-books The short



story collection ProtoZoa contains five very early tales--three (1980s) contemporary fantasy, two
science fiction--all previously published but not in this handy format. The novelette
"Dreamweaver's Dilemma" may be of interest to Vorkosigancompletists, as it is the first story in
which that proto-universebegan, mentioning Beta Colony but before Barrayar was even thought
of. Sidelines:Talks and Essays is just what it says on the tin--a collection of three decades of
mynonfiction writings, including convention speeches, essays, travelogues, introductions, and
some less formal pieces. I hope it will prove aninteresting companion piece to my fiction. The
Vorkosigan Stories Many pixels have been expended debating the 'best' order in which to
readwhat have come to be known as the Vorkosigan Books (or Saga), theVorkosiverse, the
Miles books, and other names. The debate mainlyrevolves around publication order versus
internal-chronological order. I favor internal chronological, with a few adjustments. Shards of
Honor and Barrayar. The first two books in the series proper, they detail the adventures of
Cordelia Naismith of Beta Colony and Aral Vorkosigan of Barrayar. Shards was my very first
novel ever; Barrayar was actually my eighth, but continues the tale the next day after the end of
Shards. For readers who want to be sure of beginning at the beginning, or who are very spoiler-
sensitive, start with these two. The Warrior's Apprentice and The Vor Game (with, perhaps, the
novella "The Mountains of Mourning" tucked in between.) The Warrior's Apprentice introduces
the character who became the series' linchpin, MilesVorkosigan; the first book tells how he
created a space mercenary fleetby accident; the second how he fixed his mistakes from the first
round.Space opera and military-esque adventure (and a number of other thingsone can best
discover for oneself), The Warrior's Apprentice makes another good place to jump into the
series for readers who prefer a young male protagonist. After that: Brothers in Arms should be
read before Mirror Dance, and both, ideally, before Memory. Komarr makes another alternate
entry point for the series, picking up Miles's second career at its start. It should be read before A
Civil Campaign. Borders of Infinity, a collection of three of the five currently extant novellas,
makes agood Miles Vorkosigan early-adventure sampler platter, I always thought, for readers
who don't want to commit themselves to length. (But it maymake more sense if read after The
Warrior's Apprentice.) Take care not to confuse the collection-as-a-whole with its title story, "The
Borders of Infinity". Falling Free takes place 200 years earlier in the timeline and does not
sharesettings or characters with the main body of the series. Most readersrecommend picking
up this story later. It should likely be read before Diplomatic Immunity, however,which revisits the
"quaddies", a bioengineered race of free-fall dwellers, in Miles's time. The novels in the internal-
chronological list below appear in italics; thenovellas (officially defined as a story between
17,500 word sand 40,000words) in quote marks. Falling FreeShards of HonorBarrayarThe
Warrior's Apprentice"The Mountains of Mourning""Weatherman"The Vor GameCetagandaEthan
of AthosBorders of Infinity"Labyrinth""The Borders of Infinity"Brothers in ArmsMirror
DanceMemoryKomarrA Civil Campaign"Winterfair Gifts"Diplomatic ImmunityCaptain Vorpatril's
AllianceCryoBurnGentleman Jole and the Red Queen Caveats: The novella "Weatherman" is an
out-take from the beginning of the novel The Vor Game. If you already have The Vor Game, you



likely don't need this. The original 'novel' Borders of Infinity was a fix-up collection containing the
three novellas "The Mountains of Mourning", "Labyrinth", and "The Borders of Infinity", together
with aframe to tie the pieces together. Again, beware duplication. The framestory does not stand
alone.Happy reading! -- Lois McMaster Bujold --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the Inside FlapTrois ans après la mort de son illustre mari, Cordelia Vorkosigan a
de nouveaux projets, auxquels Oliver Joie, amiral de la flotte de Sergyar, se retrouve mêlé d'une
façon aussi inattendue que définitive. C est ainsi que Miles, Auditeur impérial, en arrive à
enquêter sur sa propre mère... À l'heure où les nouvelles technologies remettent en question les
vieux principes qui régissent la société barrayarane, tous les protagonistes de cette histoire vont
devoir œuvrer de conserve pour réconcilier le passé, le présent et le futur. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewBujold has had great success in the past writing romance
featuring mature adults (Paladin of Souls), and Oliver and Cordelia make a lovely couple, albeit
one with more baggage than most. A welcome addition to a series that is always a delight.--
"Library Journal"Bujold's follow-up to Cryoburn is a romantic romp with life-affirming changes in
wait for fans of the series, not to mention the entire Vorkosigan clan...Fans will want to see how
Miles deals with these new developments.-- "Booklist"Character development is absolutely on
point here, and the Vicereine, Admiral Jole, and Miles Vorkosigan show their colors as they have
throughout the saga...Packed with action...Bujold tests the boundaries of romance in the
science fiction genre, as usual, with a bit of a twist that goes down very well in a particularly
poignant scene. Romantic realism at its best.-- "RT Book Reviews (4 stars)"In some ways,
Gentleman Jole and the Red Queen reads like Bujold is bringing the series to a close. But it's
also a quickening, a fresh take on an epic saga whose author clearly has a lot more stories to
tell. That's why it's a great place to enter the Vorkosigan Saga, as well as an unexpected delight
for people who have been there all along.-- "ARS Technica"Narrator Grover Gardner's faintly
ironic intonations, just short of outright humor, capture the tone of Bujold's writing style. One can
almost see his lips twitching. Bujold's space opera series involves fully formed characters in
highly political and dangerous situations. They're the type who often smile before a fight.
Gardner accomplishes character differentiation without significantly altering his vocal patterns
as two of the series' more prominent players engage in a series of trysts and fall in love.--
"AudioFile"The tender feelings and humor add up to a droll tale...like a space opera written by
Jane Austen.-- "Publishers Weekly" --This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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The Last AirshipByChristopher CartwrightCopyright 2015 by Christopher CartwrightThis book is
protected under the copyright laws of the United States of America. Any reproduction or other
unauthorized use of the material or artwork herein is prohibited. This book is a work of fiction.
Names, characters, places, brands, media and incidents either are the product of the author’s
imagination or are used fictitiously. All rights reserved.PrologueChapter OneChapter
TwoChapter ThreeChapter FourChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter
NineChapter TenChapter ElevenChapter TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter
FifteenChapter SixteenChapter SeventeenChapter EighteenChapter NineteenChapter
TwentyChapter Twenty OneChapter Twenty TwoChapter Twenty ThreeChapter Twenty
FourChapter Twenty FiveChapter Twenty SixChapter Twenty SevenChapter Twenty
EightChapter Twenty NineChapter ThirtyChapter Thirty OnePrologueMunich, Germany, 24
September 1939.It was exactly twenty-three days since Germany had invaded Poland, setting
into motion the largest war the world had ever seen.Peter Greenstein looked up at the giant in
the clearing. Like a dark cloud in the night sky, she created an ominous silhouette above the
opening in the already obscured forest of the moonless night. He had waited almost two weeks
for the arrival of the dark moon. It had very nearly been too long, and might have easily cost all of
them their lives.She was a magnificent ship, exquisite to her core.He’d had her built exclusively
for use by the wealthiest people of her time. The Magdalena stood thirty feet high and one
hundred eighty-five feet in length, only slightly shorter in length than a transatlantic Zeppelin. Her
lines were sleeker and her propellers proportionately larger, making her the fastest airship ever
built.He was proud of her.She was the greatest achievement of his fifty-two years of life.Unlike
the Zeppelin, which was designed and built for the masses, the Magdalena was built for the few.
From the outside, she looked like a race car, built for speed. Inside, her opulence flowed from
every point, like a stately cruise liner. The luxury of her coach house had tried in every way to
meet the expectations of those privileged few who would ever travel inside her, in absolute
comfort.Peter’s heart sank when he thought about the reason she flew tonight.When he
commissioned her four years ago, he never dreamed that she would be used for such a purpose.
Tears welled up in his eyes as he considered how few lives she would save.Why should I save
only the rich? He knew the answer. Because I can’t save them all, and I’m going to need their
wealth to start a new life.Tonight, her luxurious coach house would carry just two families, and an
old friend of his, a professor from the University of Berlin, who would be travelling by himself.
Peter would pilot her, along with his chief engineer, Franck Ehrlich. There would be no other
crew tonight, no exquisite culinary delights would be served, the guests would have to help
themselves to their drinks, and no entertainment would be provided.All told, it amounted to just
eleven people on board, and the guilt of his failure flowed through him. Peter promised himself
that he would try to make another trip back, that as a single man without a family he had an
obligation to do so much more for these people.But, after all, he was just one man, how could he
possibly save millions? The people aboard her tonight were some of the richest in all Europe.
Old money. The sort of wealth that takes more than a generation to build.He watched as the



Rosenbergs arrived.They were the first, and it gave him hope as each one of them quietly made
their way up through the forest and into the gondola.Peter recalled the story of how their great
ancestor, Timothy Rosenberg, opened the first Rosenberg Bank in Germany in 1775, after
receiving the advice of a bright young banker by the name of Mayer Amschel
Rothschild.Rosenberg specialized in difficult finances; lending when and where others would
not. Higher risks with higher possible gains were a gamble that paid off well for him. Once
established, the bank expanded. Although now a legitimate bank with more than forty
shopfronts, rumors of its underlying ties to criminal organizations had never ceased. The
Rosenberg Vault was a privately owned bank with the reputation of trading in suspicious circles.
Although Rosenberg had never been convicted of running a criminal enterprise, his funding of
certain syndicates, terrorist organizations, and violent wars was well and widely known.All four
passengers appeared sullen as they took their seats.It was hard to imagine that such a powerful
family could be cowed by a regime that was in its infancy. Only Sarah, at age six, the youngest
amongst them, had the strength to offer a polite smile.“Thank you, sir.”“You’re most welcome
aboard, Sarah. All of your family is,” he said as he smiled kindly at the child.Her older brother,
Werner, walked dutifully behind her without saying a word. His arms struggled under the weight
of the wooden trunk he carried, the burden of which he shared with his father, Hank. Hank was
sweating, despite the snow outside. Pale and sweating, he looked as though it might cause him
to suffer a heart attack at any moment.Peter could only imagine what such a family would
choose to take with them on this journey, which had such limited space available.Mary was the
last of the Rosenbergs to board the ship. She wore an expression of superior disdain for the
others on board. He wondered how much of it was the result of a lifetime spent at the top of the
pecking order, or if she wore that look today in order to conceal her own terror at the night
ahead. Wearing a thick fur coat, the only item of jewelry in plain view was a large blue diamond
amulet, worn above the curve of her breasts.Somewhere in the back of his mind, he recalled the
name of that famous stone.The Goldschmidts arrived next. Margaret Goldschmidt was married
and had two sons. In 1927, her uncle, Ernest Oppenheimer, a German immigrant to Britain who
had earlier founded the mining giant, Anglo American, along with American financier, J.P.
Morgan, took over De Beers. Peter remembered the controversy over the diamond
conglomerate. It was a ruthless syndicate, one in which the value of its diamonds were set at
artificially high prices. Oppenheimer built and consolidated the company's global monopoly over
the diamond industry.Peter also remembered that Margaret had married Karl Goldschmidt,
whose family was in the gold bullion trade. He had no idea which family made the other richer;
but together, their family had grown in both wealth and power. It was because of that wealth that
they had survived this long. Peter had no idea of the extent of their fortune, except to say that it
couldn’t be spent in any one person’s lifetime.The simple fact that Margaret Goldschmidt was
here tonight was proof of her vast fortune.“Is this thing ready to go?”He could tell that Margaret
hadn’t even considered whether or not there would be others joining her. Her family had taken a
massive risk by getting out of Munich tonight, and it appeared all she could think of was why they



weren’t already off the ground.“Soon. We’re still waiting on one man.”“Really?” She did nothing to
hide the fear on her face, and then said, “Aren’t we an obvious target sitting here like this?”Peter
dismissed the urge to inform her that he himself had returned to Germany tonight, and he had
waited nearly two hours for his guests to arrive so he could save their rich, entitled lives.“I must
beg your patience for just a little while longer, and then we’ll be airborne.”Karl, her husband, then
shook his hand as he walked through the door to the gondola. “We appreciate your help, Mr.
Greenstein, really we do. Our friends and neighbors, the Hasek family, were taken yesterday.
They had planned to leave tonight also. We’re all a bit shaken up,” he said, as an explanation for
why his wife was behaving so badly.Raising his hand up in apology, Peter said, “Completely
understandable. We’re all very distressed by these events. Please assure her, we won’t be here
any longer than we have to be.”He watched as their two boys took their seats. At the ages of four
and five, they had no way of knowing the severity of the risks taken by all who were aboard
tonight. Their father had instructed them that they were playing a game of hide and seek, a game
in which people were searching for them, and that it was essential that they remain as quiet as
possible. They were both sitting, their posture rigid, and working hard to not make any noise;
occasionally failing and having a little giggle, immediately hushed by their mother. Then there
was Professor Fritz Ribbentrop, a late reservation.Just this morning, the professor had
contacted him, at the Magdalena’s mooring site in Switzerland. Peter had been reluctant to
accept any additional passengers, but he had been to university with the professor, who had
been adamant that he needed to escape tonight.Ribbentrop hadn’t mentioned what had
happened, but Peter was certain it was important. Fritz was known to be an exceptional scientist,
and a valued worker; he was a loyal fascist who came from a clean Aryan bloodline.He
wrenched his mind seeking an explanation for the strange phenomenon.Why would Fritz, of all
people, need to escape the Gestapo?Were it any other man, one less honorable, he might have
worried he was walking into a trap; but Fritz was not that kind of man. Even if he believed it to be
in the best interests of the Nazi party, the professor would have felt using such a ruse would
have been dishonest.Peter looked at his sorry human cargo.With the exception of Fritz, who had
still not arrived, he didn’t see himself as the equal of any one of them. Although he himself was
an heir to a great fortune, his path through life had been decidedly different than his passengers.
He was an outcast amongst his own family. Even after the events of the past week, a week in
which his father had died and left him the title of Baron Greenstein, he still did not feel as though
he was one of them.Unlike the rest of his family, he had turned his wealth towards science,
studying at the great Berlin University of Aeronautical Engineering. The Magdalena was his
brainchild. Capable of traveling at twice the speed of a normal Zeppelin, she was a marvel of
both modern engineering and opulence. He would have liked to build her for the masses, but the
masses were unable to afford such luxuries as travel by dirigible. Consequently, for the sake of
science, he turned to those whom he despised, to fund her development.He studied the two
families and wondered what they’d say if they knew they were waiting for the arrival of the most
honorable fascist Hitler had ever considered his close friend. Rumbling far away, he could hear



the muffled yet distinct sound of a four stroke engine, the BMW R75 motorcycle. Designed
specifically as a military vehicle, Germany had so far only released the first line of production –
for use by high ranking Nazi SS officers.*Professor Fritz Ribbentrop was the last passenger to
arrive.The man wore his short hair brushed back from his forehead. Years past being blonde, it
now bordered on completely white. A pair of riding goggles covered his attractive dark blue
eyes. His face was clean shaven for the most part, with the exception of a small and almost
entirely white moustache.It was easy to guess that as a younger man, he had most likely been
highly sought after by women.He wore a simple green coat and matching trousers, the coat fully
buttoned up against the cold. He had the luxury of leather gloves, with which he skillfully gripped
the handlebars as he made his way up the narrow, snow-filled path through the black night and
the scattered pine trees.Riding his motorcycle was the only joy in life still left to him. It was the
only joy that the mighty German military machine would allow him to keep. And, he was one of
the privileged few, whose scientific ability allowed him the luxury of fuel allowances denied to all
other civilians.He knew he should have abandoned the motorcycle further back along the trail,
but it had taken him longer than he anticipated to leave the university today. Without it, he would
never have made it here in time to board. He, of all people, knew the danger that he brought the
Magdalena tonight. The sound of his motorcycle attracted attention and made them an easy
target. He justified the risk to himself with his belief that his purpose was far more important than
the rescue of a couple of rich, Jewish families.He could see the airship in the distance.It
appeared quite vulnerable. Even in the dark, the Magdalena’s enormous canopy marked a great
area against the night sky.He was relieved to see that the four propellers at the rear of the
gondola were already turning, and the two side, stabilizing blades, were rotating at an idle. The
airship would be ready to launch at a moment’s notice.He rode his R75 right up to the ship’s
mooring line and then released his grip on the handlebars unceremoniously as he dismounted.
The bike fell to its side, but the motor could still be heard running smoothly, evidence of the
strength of its simplicity.Fritz panted heavily as he made his way through the thick, snow-
covered, metal stairs carrying one small suitcase. He climbed up to the open door of the
gondola.“You’re late,” said his old friend, Peter Greenstein, curtly. The man was crouched down
at the door. Peter looked outside one last time and immediately closed the door behind Fritz.Fritz
didn’t bother apologizing for his late arrival. He wasn’t sorry at all. If he could have been here
sooner, he would have been.He studied the interior of the gondola as he approached the
others.It was spacious, more like the interior of a grand yacht than an aircraft, he decided. It felt
like a yacht too – even moored several inches off the ground, the slow, rolling motion of the
gondola reminded him of the gentle feel of riding an ocean swell.He heard the large, powerful
engines increase in pitch. The swaying motion stopped as the mooring cables were cut, and the
Magdalena was finally free to begin her journey.His right arm instinctively reached for the
nearest chair for balance. Smoothly, the giant craft began its vertical rise into the air, like a
helium balloon released from a child’s grasp. He also sensed a slight forward motion, similar to
the feeling one experiences when an escalator ascends.There was only one vacant seat, and he



carefully made his way toward it.The windows sloped outward, so that he could look straight
down and watch the scenery roll by beneath his feet, not that there was much to see below on
this dark night.“This must be yours. It’s the last one,” said a young boy, whose voice was far from
breaking. “Thank you.”He noted that the boy’s father quickly admonished him for speaking to a
stranger.He took his seat, glad to relinquish the weight on his unsteady feet.Thank God, it’s
going to be safe.Two seconds later, he heard the barking sound of a German machine gun being
fired.*Walter Wolfgang perused the report in front of him.It was bad. The Führer was going to be
most displeased. People in Germany disappeared, or were frequently made to disappear, these
days. But today, of all days, to lose such an important person, was to invite severe criticism. It
was the man that he, specifically, was assigned to keep his eyes on.The Führer himself had
given him this assignment. He, of all the loyal members of the Third Reich, had the exact
qualifications and position to carry out this important task.And now, he had failed.How could I
have let this happen?A clean shaven man in an SS uniform entered the room, carrying a manila
folder imprinted with the words “Top Secret” across the front.“Heil Hitler,” the officer said, as he
saluted.“Heil Hitler,” Walter dutifully replied, returning the salute.The officer had come directly
from #8 Prinz Albrecht Street in Berlin – Gestapo headquarters. Walter shivered, just thinking
about it. Everyone feared the Gestapo, even himself, Germany’s most loyal servant.As a civilian,
he held no military rank and had no authority.In actuality, he was secretly working for the Führer
on a most important assignment. The Gestapo, he realized, could and did send fear through
everyone. Should he object to their interference, by the time news of his complaint reached the
Führer, the Gestapo's punishment would have already been meted out.He understood precisely
why the SS officer was standing before him today.“So, he left work early today?” The officer
spoke each word slowly and carefully, as though he were actually interrogating Walter.Does he
not realize that I want to catch Ribbentrop as much as he does?“Yes, he did.”“Has he ever left
work early, previously?”“No, never.” Walter fidgeted with his briefcase as he spoke.“And… you
just let him leave?”“We are civilians. Both he and I are working diligently for the Third Reich, but
he is my superior, and if he says that he has to go, then I cannot stop him.”“Where did he say he
had to go?” The officer persisted, without raising his voice – he never had to. If a person was
being questioned by an SS officer, they listened carefully.“He told me that he was meeting with
another professor today. The meeting was to take place at his house.”“But you say that you went
to his house and no one was there?”“That’s correct.” Walter replied. The skin along the SS
officer’s strong jawline tightened in frustration. “And, I have men at his house, even as we speak,
determining whether or not Ribbentrop has taken anything with him.”Walter sat patiently in his
tan leather chair, feeling like a child attending one of his own lectures; a child who had failed to
demonstrate satisfactory understanding of a concept and was now to be instructed as to what
was expected of him.Someone knocked at the door. It was probably another SS officer. No one
else in their right mind would interrupt an ongoing interrogation by an SS officer otherwise.“Yes,
who is it?”“Rutherford, Sir. Heil Hitler.” The young man, little more than a boy in his starched SS
uniform, saluted.“Heil Hitler.” The first SS officer didn’t invite the younger officer to take a seat.



“Now, Rutherford, what do you have for me?”“He’s been spotted riding his BMW south.”
Rutherford struggled to disguise the pleasure of his own success.“He’s trying to escape Berlin
on his motorcycle?” His incredulity was visible. “He must know that he can’t escape Germany
that easily. He must have found help. Where is he now?”“He’s on the A9 motorway. Do you want
us to bring him in for questioning?” Rutherford asked.“No, I want you to follow him. Arrest him
once he has met with his contact.”These people have no idea! Walter was horrified that SS were
going to risk Ribbentrop’s escape so that they might have a chance at catching his
accomplices.The SS officer then looked at Walter, and said, “You’d better pray that we catch this
prick.”“You have no concept of what’s at stake,” Walter replied.*Peter gripped one of the levers
with his right hand. It controlled the angle of the two forward propellers. He pulled backwards on
it, and then turned to the pair of levers beside it, which increased their forward thrust. The idling
sound rose to a higher pitch, but nothing happened.Franck then released their mooring
lines.The Magdalena was now floating unrestrained.A moment later, the airship started to move
forward, ever so slightly.Peter’s hands gripped the large wooden steering wheel adeptly. It was
not too dissimilar to those which might be found on a sailing ship. Like its naval counterpart, the
wheel controlled an oversized rudder at the rear of the airship, allowing directional control.A
careful movement of his left hand on a somewhat smaller wheel allowed the rear four propellers
to pitch the nose up, while preventing it from yawing from side-to-side. On the wall to his right,
where his co-pilot Franck sat, were a number of pressure switches, valves and toggles that
controlled the pressure of both helium and air, as well as the distribution of ballast.Peter felt
good to finally nose up with the pitch control wheel so that the Magdalena could reach for the
sky. It was painfully slow. All dirigibles were.There was nothing he could do about that. Tonight,
Peter felt the slowness. He felt as though he were running from a monster. But, as if in a
nightmare, his legs were stuck in the mud, and he couldn’t get away fast enough.Finally, he felt
the Magdalena climb and start gaining forward speed and momentum.With both hands fixed
firmly on the steering wheel, he kept the enormous, lumbering aircraft under control. With its six
engines, six propellers and filled with helium gas whose buoyancy constantly changed
depending on the temperature and atmospheric pressure, piloting the Magdalena was like a
combination of flying an airplane and making a scuba dive at the same time.“We’re just about to
clear those pine trees, Franck. Once we’re over them, we should be ready to switch to flight
configuration.”“Copy that.”Peter’s heart stopped as he heard the rapid staccato of machine gun
fire. “What the fuck is that?”“Machine gun fire, but are they shooting at us, or at a ground
target?”His hand pulled the two levers on his left back further, increasing the speed of the rear
four propellers from1450 to 1700 RPM, which was just above the maximum recommended
RPMs for the advanced Daimler-Benz engines.It seemed pointless.The extra strain on the
engines barely increased their speed at all.Ahead of them, he could hear the sound of more
gunfire.Suddenly, the area directly in front of the pilot’s cabin lit up with sparks.“Holy shit! We’re
hit.”“What’s our pressure?” Peter was still in control, despite the disaster. He was very glad that
he had opted to use the more expensive inert gas, helium, rather than the cheaper and much



more highly volatile gas, hydrogen, which had proved so fatal in the Hindenburg Disaster of
1937.Franck looked over at the gas pressure gauges.There were fourteen separate helium
compartments within the Magdalena. Each one had its own pressure gauge and release valves
to prevent explosions during air pressure changes, and separate helium cylinders to increase
buoyancy if required.“Still 5.2 millibars in all fourteen compartments.”“Okay, copy that. Let’s
check the rest of our systems to see if anything else has been damaged.”“Everything looks all
right.” Franck then started to tap the compass. “Damn. It must have knocked off our forward
gyroscope.”“Okay, we’ll have to work something out by dead reckoning.” Years of piloting had
taught him to work on a problem rather than to panic over something he couldn’t
change.Because of the metal used within the gondola, an interior compass was made
fundamentally useless. To circumvent this problem, the Magdalena had a mounted gyroscope at
the nose of the ship.The sound of the machine gun fire was becoming quieter with distance.Just
a little further and we’ll be out of their range. “Okay, we’ve reached 25 mph. Let’s switch the ship
to flight configuration and see if we can increase our speed some more.”“Copy that,” Franck said,
as he pulled the levers before him to a horizontal level. Now, the Magdalena was using its fins,
not its engines, to control the ship's motion.Like a ship in water, the Magdalena’s steering wheel
felt as though it was having more of an effect on their direction now that their speed had
increased.The ship now flew more like a yacht with a rudder. As such, Peter had to contend with
other factors, such as air currents and thermals. It had taken years of experience, but he had
learned to make minor adjustments early for expected changes.“Good, our speed is picking up.
It’s now at 30 mph.” Peter then noticed that his left hand was struggling to keep the pitch of the
nose straight and level. “Can you check the helium again? She seems to be sinking.”Franck ran
his hands over each of the gauges and then he stopped at number fourteen. It was the one that
was placed in the nose of the ship.“It’s already down to 3.5millibars. We’re quickly leaking gas
from compartment number fourteen,” Franck said.“Okay, we’re going to have to re-route some of
the helium from the other tanks.”“Copy that.” Franck started to make the adjustments on the
valves to move helium from the remaining thirteen compartments to the front. “Sir?”“Yes?”“How
long can we keep her in the air by doing this?”“I don’t know. Four, perhaps five hours?” Peter
said. Then, tapping on the pressure gauge to make certain the swivel stick hadn’t become stuck,
he said, “It will be close, but we might just make it. We’re going to lose some gas as we fly over
the mountains. I’ll get up into the canopy shortly and see if I can repair the helium bladder by
myself.” After a couple of minutes, the Magdalena seemed to return to her normal flying
capabilities, and, with the exception of a faulty compass, they were on their normal route for the
night. They might still make it.Their planned route was going to take them east, over Lake
Constance at the base of the Alps. Then, by maintaining a more northerly route, they would
avoid the Alps and enter Switzerland over Mount Uetliberg. At the entrance to Zurich, in
northeast Switzerland, Mount Uetliberg rose to an elevation of 2850 feet above sea level.A
Zeppelin had a maximum ceiling height of 650 feet. The Magdalena was not a Zeppelin, and
Peter had specifically engineered her for travel through Europe, which has a number of high



mountains. As the airship rises, the helium expands, and contracts when it descends. In order to
maintain a constant pressure within, a ballonet is installed, which is simply a bag of air, which is
inflated or deflated in order to maintain a constant pressure inside the envelope despite
changing air pressures. This, in turn, allows the helium to expand and contract. When the
ballonet is completely empty, the airship is said to be at its "pressure height."The initial design of
the ballonet size determines an individual airship's maximum change of altitude capability. The
Magdalena had a maximum change in altitude of 4000 feet, but it could, in theory, continue to
rise indefinitely if the expanding helium was constantly released. The problem was that by doing
so, you would waste a lot of helium.Peter set his course at a dead reckoning.“Okay, Franck. I’d
better get back there and make sure our guests are all right. Keep the nose between those two
stars there,” he said, pointing in front of him.“Copy that.” Franck said, as he gripped the steering
wheel and then added, “Don’t take too long. I might need you up here.”“You’ll be fine.”Peter
opened the door of the forward pilot gondola and stepped out onto the open air gangway to the
primary gondola. The cool air was refreshing. He looked at the trees, which looked more like
grass, scattered over the hills far below. There were no lights on. Concerns over British air raids
still prohibited the use of lights during night time hours. Behind him, he could just make out the
center of Berlin.He loved it up here.Many of the people he studied with were interested in
building faster and more powerful planes. They said that after the Hindenburg disaster, airships
would become antiquated. It was a shame, since this was the way he wanted to see the
world.Had he built the last airship?Like all engineers, Peter inspected the frame of his precious
canopy first, before checking on his human cargo. From the outside it appeared intact, although
he dared not shine a flashlight on any of it in case he exposed the Magdalena to attack. He was
certain that some of the bullets had placed little holes inside her canopy, and the subsequent
loss of helium would be insurmountable. He opened the hatch above his head and climbed
inside the canopy.He shined his flashlight through each helium bladder, one by one, listening for
the telltale hissing of a gas leak.Peter barely prevented himself from crying out when he first saw
it.If there’d been a small hole in the helium bladder in compartment number fourteen at the bow
of the Magdalena, he could fix it. But there was no way he could possibly repair the three foot
tear he saw before him.Without wasting more time, he climbed back down to the air gangway
and then opened the door to the primary gondola and his guests.Everyone inside the gondola
was so quiet that, at first, he didn’t even realize what had happened. Then he saw her. It was
young Sarah. Her skin was so white that he wondered whether she might be dead. Then, he
noticed the professor had torn part of his shirt and used it as a tourniquet to wrap around her
arm.She was still breathing.“Is she going to be all right?”“Yes. She’s been shot in her arm, and
has lost a lot of blood, but I believe she will make it – so long as we get her to a doctor before
morning.”“Peter, what happened?” Margaret, Sarah’s mother, asked as she accosted him.“We
were fired upon.” To Peter, it seemed like such an obvious answer to a question that barely
required one.“But of course we all realize that. What I want to know is, are we okay? I mean, will
we make it?”“One of the bullets tore a hole in compartment number fourteen, and we’re venting



large amounts of helium. Also, our magnetic gyroscope has been shot to pieces, so we’re flying
somewhat blind, but yes, I believe we will indeed make it.”Peter looked at Margaret.The edge of
her lip curled as though she had just bitten something pungent, “This is your fault for waiting so
long before taking off!”There was nothing he could say in response. It was true, if he’d left earlier,
Sarah wouldn’t have been shot. “I’m very sorry. Now, I must continue making inspections of my
ship.”He then walked to the back of the gondola and stepped out of the door and into the open
air gangway to check on the motors in the rear gondola. Ordinarily, he would have a team of at
least five mechanics and an engineer on board, to constantly assess the engines. Tonight, they
would simply have to make it on their own.Before Peter shut the door, Fritz followed him through
it and said, “Thank you for waiting for me. Let me assure you, it was important.”Peter imagined
that every passenger aboard thought their life was important. He knew damn well that they
would have made a clean getaway if he hadn’t waited for Ribbentrop. “Let’s just hope we make it,
Fritz. If we don’t, their deaths will be on your head.”“Of course, they will,” Fritz replied with a shrug
of his shoulders, seemingly comfortable accepting such responsibility.Again, Peter wondered
how it was possible for such a senior member of Hitler’s regime to feel the need to escape
tonight and hoped he hadn’t misjudged his old friend. Peter didn’t consider it for long. He still had
a job to do, if any of them were going to make it out of Germany safely.All four engines in the rear
gondola seemed to be in fine working order.He listened to the pitch of their hum. Like any good
engineer, his ears told him all he needed to know. They’re fine. At least that’s something. He then
walked back, through the primary guest gondola. Everyone was quiet this time, and he didn’t
wait around to hear them voice their complaints again.No. He’s not like any one of them.He then
opened the door to the pilot gondola, and asked, “How are we looking, Franck?”“Good.
Nothing’s changed. The slope is increasing, and I’ve raised the angle of our nose by one degree
to maintain our rate of ascent.”“Really? It seems a bit early to do that.” He checked his watch.
They had been in the air for just under an hour. “Are you certain?”Peter could already see the
mountain up ahead.They had apparently made a mistake with their dead reckoning, but, like all
fools, Peter decided to continue, lost. He took hold of the large wooden steering wheel again and
said, “Okay, I have command. Let’s start our ascent.”He pulled the lever, which changed the
angle of the four rear propellers, and then tilted the elevators built into the side of the canopy, so
that the angle of the ship increased to eight degrees. It was a little sharper than was normal, but
he didn’t want to waste any helium. It might be uncomfortable for some of the passengers who
would be unaccustomed to it.They started to climb.He watched as his altimeter increased.Every
thousand feet they ascended took them closer to the Magdalena’s ceiling. Soon, they were flying
at 3500 feet.In the distance, the mountain continued to rise ahead of them.“Where are we,
Franck?”“Your guess is as good as mine, sir. Could it be St. Gallons?”“No, too high for St.
Gallons.”Peter calmly got out the book of maps, which contained aerial photographs of the
landscapes and mountains. None of them seemed to match the area over which they flew. When
he got to the last of the maps, frustrated, he handed the book across to Franck, and said, “Here,
see if you can find anything you recognize.”They were approaching the Magdalena’s maximum



ceiling height of 4000 feet, and their altimeter reading kept rising. The mountain ahead of them
showed no signs of leveling off.There was no point in trying to turn the airship around. They just
had to keep on going.Then they attained their final possible height, and the mountain looked as
though it was going to go on forever.“Okay, Franck. I need you to vent some of that helium. It’s
the only way; we’ll just have to refill the compartments once we start to descend again.”“But
we’re almost out of helium already.”“I know that. God damn it, but we don’t have any other
choice, do we?”“No, sir.”Peter listened to the distinct sound of gas being released by the blow off
valves, which were designed to avoid rupturing the hull, as they were each opened.And still they
climbed.At 10,000 feet, Peter noticed his dizziness.It was one of the first signs of hypoxia and he
couldn’t ignore it. There simply wasn’t enough oxygen to breathe, at that altitude.He looked at
Franck, who was concentrating on taking slow, deep breaths, in order to help his oxygen-starved
brain continue to function.“How are you doing there, Franck?”“I’m all right, but if this mountain is
much taller, we’re all going to die of hypoxia long before the Magdalena runs out of helium.” He
didn’t sound frightened; he was simply stating the facts.“Well, that’s one thing going for us, isn’t
it?”Neither of them had the strength or breath to laugh.“What’s that, straight ahead?” Franck
asked.Peter strained his older eyes to try to just see clearly.“My God, I think that’s the top of our
mountain!”“Thank God!”Far up ahead he could see the lights of a town.“Thank goodness, we
made it.” Peter pointed at the lights. “Look at that!”The lights confirmed that they were finally out
of Germany.“We’re out of Germany, but where?”“I have no idea.”Peter’s dizziness subsided as
they made their descent, but his headache seemed to hang on.The slope was riddled with rocky
ledges, snow, and enormous pine trees. Peter was worried about where they might safely land
the Magdalena when they ran out of helium, and drew a blank on a solution.“We’re out of
helium,” Franck reminded him, as his worst fear was realized.“Okay, we can do this. We’ll have to
adjust for it by increasing our angle of attack and the RPMs of our fine Daimler-Benz.”Peter did
just that, but the Magdalena seemed to keep falling.He watched, as the altimeter dropped at the
rate of 200 feet per minute.“Okay, Franck, we’re going to need to lose some of our weight, or
we’re going to hit the ground pretty hard.”“Copy that. I’ve already dumped our water ballast and
our air. What else do we have?”“Franck, I want you to go back to the passenger’s gondola and
see what else we can dump from there. You’d better let them know we’re going down, too. Throw
out their precious cargo, if you have to.”“Okay, I’ll try.”“And Franck, don’t take too long. We’re
going to need to find somewhere to put her down soon, and I’m going to need your
help.”*Professor Fritz Ribbentrop watched as the engineer opened the door from the open air
gangway. There was nothing casual about his movements.“Quick, we’ve run out of helium and
we’re losing altitude fast. I need everyone to help me throw out anything that isn’t bolted
down.”He noticed that the men seemed to comprehend what he was asking much faster than
did either of the women or young children, who simply stared blankly back at him, as though
he’d just issued a completely mad order for them to jump out of the airship.“Should we dump the
alcohol?” asked one of the older gentlemen, who was holding his wife’s hand, and whose face
seemed to maintain a perpetual scowl.“Yes, that would help very much.”He, the two other men



who appeared to be in their fifties, and the engineer, all quickly got to work throwing the
expensive wines and other spirits off the ship. It almost made him laugh to think that he was
destroying more valuable liquor than he would ever have had sufficient funds to consume under
normal circumstances.The side tables were the next to go overboard.“You’re going to need to
help me with this. It’s too heavy,” he said to the man next to him, as he tipped the
refrigerator.“Okay, but how are we going to get it through the door?”He took a large book that
was on the shelf and used it to strike the large glass window in front of him. As it shattered, and
the glass pieces fell to the ground far below, he said, “We can push it straight out here.”It took a
little bit of rocking, but they soon had the thing tipped over the side.The bookshelf went
next.Soon, the formerly luxurious gondola was reduced to eleven chairs, its occupants, and their
personal effects.The engineer, who had come from the pilot house, looked at the large, ornate
altimeter that was situated in the middle of the gondola, just as an old grandfather clock would
be placed aboard a luxury steamship. The arm still rotated clockwise, indicating that they were
losing altitude.Their rate of descent had slowed, but not stopped.“Okay, everyone’s baggage
must go,” the man announced, as he tried to grab Fritz’s suitcase.“I’m afraid this one isn’t going
anywhere,” Fritz said, his stern voice giving no doubt about his seriousness.“Don’t be daft, old
man, we’re going to crash. Your luggage isn’t worth it,” the man said as he began to tug at the
suitcase.“I told you, this one isn’t going anywhere.” It was the comfort and authority with which
Fritz spoke, as he pulled his Luger pistol out and aimed it at the other man that made him appear
so frightening.“Are you nuts?” the engineer asked.“Yes.” Fritz looked at the engineer with
horrified eyes, “You have no idea what terrible thing I’ve done.” He continued to point his pistol at
the engineer, motioning to him to throw another passenger’s luggage out the window. “You’d
better throw out their luggage, and do it quickly, or else we might indeed crash.”The man shook
his head in dismay, but said nothing.He then began to pull at a large wooden trunk belonging to
one of the other passengers.“If he gets to keep his stuff, why can’t we?” the trunk owner asked,
looking at his wife for reassurance.“Because, he has the gun,” the engineer said, smiling
impatiently. “Now let me throw this thing overboard.”He tried to lift it by himself, but
couldn’t.Frustrated, he removed a small knife from his belt that he normally used to cut tangled
mooring lines, and stuck it into the locking mechanism.The trunk sprang open, revealing more
than a hundred gold bars, each bearing the emblem of its wealthy owners: a G and O joined by
an infinity symbol.“No, you can’t throw this away! It’s everything we have – our entire life savings.
How else will we start anew?” The woman, he noted, had broken her sensibilities at the
possibility of seeing her fortune nearly lost to the ground below.Her husband then placed his foot
on the base of the trunk and said, “I’m afraid this isn’t going to be thrown out.”“Oh yeah?” the
engineer asked. He now had the look of a crazy man, staring blankly, like someone who’d been
pushed past the breaking point and snapped. He reached down and picked up one of the gold
ingots. “Watch this!” he said, tossing the brick bar out the window.For a couple of seconds, it
seemed as though all activity inside the gondola ceased.Fritz watched, his pistol still pointed at
the others. The rich passengers, he decided, had finally lost their aristocratic cool composure,



and the only man who was working to keep the ship airborne looked as though he’d finally given
up caring about the fate of any one of them.It was going to become violent in here.At that
moment, Peter’s voice could be heard over the intercom pipe, “Franck, get back up here, we’re
going down and I need your help.”*Peter looked at Franck as he came through the door. His face
was flushed and his nostrils flared dangerously. He must have had trouble removing the
passenger’s luggage, he guessed.He then took another look at his altimeter, which indicated
that their rate of descent had decreased to 100 feet per minute.“It’s no use. We’re going down.
Can you see anything below?”The landscape looked harsh and lethal to the airship. The rocky
outcrops on the mountain would slice her wide open at the speed at which they were
descending, and they needed to maintain that speed to retain some lift. With the exception of the
rocks, this entire side of the mountain was covered in densely packed pine forest.“Over there,
how about that open place?” Franck was the first to spot it.“Where?”Franck pointed to a spot. It
was a large field or clearing, covered in white snow.“I see it. That’ll do nicely.”Three minutes later,
the Magdalena hit the snow-covered ground hard. Bouncing and shuddering, she slid for a long
while along the icy ground, finally coming to rest. The altimeter indicated they were at an altitude
of 7000 feet. They were incredibly high up the mountain to have been lucky enough to find such
a clearing.“Christ almighty!” Peter panted, excited and out of breath. “That was close, but we
made it!”He then looked over at his co-pilot. A loud sound – a crack like that of distant thunder –
could be heard… and felt. The airship lurched.“What in the hell was that?”Franck opened his
mouth to respond, but Peter never heard his reply. They were both dead before they even knew
what happened.*In the once luxurious passenger lounge, Professor Fritz Ribbentrop calmly
looked out the window.He, of all the passengers on board, realized exactly where they were.It
was a reasonable mistake for the pilot to land here. If he hadn’t grown up climbing these
mountains as a boy, Fritz might have made the same mistake, in their shoes. He didn’t blame
them for it.With the composure of a man who had accepted his fate, Fritz then made sure that
his single suitcase was still securely locked and carefully handcuffed to his wrist.Maybe it is for
the best that it never reached its destination?A weight had been lifted from his chest, as though
the stress of the past few weeks had finally been lifted from him.It was the last thought he ever
had as he clutched the single suitcase tightly to his chest.Chapter OneSydney Harbor, Present
DaySam Reilly took the helm of his custom built fiberglass 68-foot ketch, Second Chance.At six
feet exactly, he was only slightly taller than the average man, but his arms and shoulders were
wide from years of physical labor, and his legs were as strong as tree stumps, giving him a solid,
yet wiry appearance.Physically, he was the product of hard labor, which the sea demanded of
him.He had pensive, dark blue eyes, and the sort of cheeky smile that says, I can have it all. If life
had taught him anything, it was that he of all people, could. His gaze showed determination, and
the calluses on his hands displayed the tenacity required to make things happen. He was
amiable by nature, but he suffered from a general distrust of his fellow man. Sam felt at his most
calm when he was on his own.Today was one of those days.The weather was warm and there
was a moderate northerly wind of 15-20 knots. To every weekend sailor on the harbor, it looked



like a great day for a sail. For a person like himself, who’d built his life on the sea, he intuitively
sensed the disaster ahead.He knew it with the certainty of a chess player who had seen his own
demise in forty or more moves ahead; there was going to be trouble at sea. Sam knew it by the
calm air, the pale blue sky, the unusually large swell that didn’t quite match the local weather
conditions, and, like anyone with enough experience in a given field, he just knew it instinctively.
His subconscious mind had picked up all the telltale signs and had given him the outcome.
There was going to be one hell of a storm.Sam had just completed his first year at the
international sea salvage company, Deep Sea Expeditions. He’d promised himself that he’d
never enter the business after what had happened to his brother, Danny. But some things are
just meant to be, and try as he might to avoid it, he eventually realized he must return to the
world he grew up in – the one in which he truly belonged – the sea.It was the first time he’d taken
leave since he started working for Deep Sea Expeditions. Two weeks was all the time he had,
unless something came up. Auspiciously, he’d noted that Cyclone Charlotte, which was about to
slam into the northern Queensland coast of Australia and the tropics, was moving south. If his
predictions were correct, which they almost certainly would be, the storm would collide with the
terrible low now forming off the coast of South Australia.The collision of these two systems
would produce a narrow trough between a tropical high and a southern low, a condition known
as a squeeze. The weather would become horribly dangerous, and the seas would become
incredibly violent and unpredictable.The same sort of weather had killed 9 people in the 1998
Sydney to Hobart Race and crippled another 39 yachts.These were precisely the conditions
Second Chance had been built to withstand; not to fight. Sam had learned long ago that you
never fought with the powers of the sea, unless you wished to be crushed by them. Instead, your
aim should be to follow the sea's commands by making simple adjustments.As he looked up at
the clear blue skies, Sam knew how close these conditions were to those he and his brother had
faced during that terrible day more than ten years ago. He had been lucky. That’s all it was. It
had never been a question of skill under the circumstances, just dumb luck. His brother, Danny,
had sadly not been so lucky.Sam had spent a long time frightened by the sea; he had even told
his mother that he would not enter the family business, but as time passed, he knew that there
was only one way to beat the nightmares from his past. He could never avoid it. He had to return
to where he belonged. Where, deep down, he knew was the only place he felt truly
comfortable.The ocean didn’t care who your father was, or how rich you were. Out on the ocean,
you were only as safe as the sea allowed you to be. Out there, you were just another one of the
sea's trillion lifeforms, no more or less important than any other.As Manly harbor came into view,
Sam made his final tack before leaving Sydney Harbor, and then he turned due south, toward a
cold hell.Sam sailed alone.There was no way he could explain to anyone why he chose to sail
solo. His father, the only person to whom he didn’t have to explain it, understood exactly why he
made this choice, as would only a fellow solo yachtsman. His mother never would understand,
and he himself didn’t quite understand it, either. It was something he was driven to do. He had to
do it, just like the salmon returning to the same creek of its birth to spawn; he was searching for a



resolution to a problem he’d spent the better half of his life trying to fix.It would take Second
Chance two days to reach Bass Strait. Then, when the storm was at its worst, he would take her
through the strait and south around Tasmania before returning. All told, he would be gone for no
more than a week.Will I find the answer in this one or at the bottom of the sea? He didn’t take the
question lightly.He loved these trips as much as he feared them.The challenge of solo sailing
was rewarded by the sole ownership of the achievement. A yacht, with its sails trimmed to
perfection, its course correctly synchronized with the swell and the current, was the easiest thing
in the world to manage as a solo sailor. Second Chance was 68 feet in length and carried more
than a thousand feet of sail. A head sail, stay sail, main sail, and mizzen, could be controlled by
a six-year-old child, if managed correctly.In truth, if he had done his job as skipper, he would
have little else to do but enjoy the journey.The sea, he knew, was as kind as it was
unforgiving.Over the course of the next twenty-four hours, little changed. The swell had risen to
fifteen feet, but it was a following sea and comfortable enough to sail with. The wind then
increased to 35 knots. It was enough to worry a weekend sailor, but only just enough to start to
see the full potential for which Second Chance had been engineered.Not enough to create any
misgivings in his mind.Sam wasn’t one of those sailors who felt he needed to round the Cape of
Good Hope in a dingy using traditional methods of navigation and hand steering the entire way,
simply in order to prove his seamanship. For him, it was all about being there, in the middle of
one of nature’s most violent spectacles, sharing in its power without being overcome by it.Sam
had no misgivings about using all the wonders provided by modern science. Second Chance
certainly wasn’t a production yacht. She was built for one purpose only, chasing storms.She was
the product of years of development by the finest shipwrights, naval architects, engineers, and
actual sailors. Built with the kind of money that could hardly be spent in a single lifetime; the sort
of family wealth into which Sam had been born.Her hull was fiberglass with carbon fiber chine
and a full keel, making her exceptionally light, strong, and stable. Equipped with state-of-the-art
autopilot, GPS navigation, IAS, radar, satellite phone and internet, her amenities might cause
some to argue that Sam wasn’t a real sailor.As his eyes carefully perused the advanced
instruments at his navigation table, he really didn’t give a shit what people thought he was doing
out here. As far as he was concerned, this journey was for him alone. It was 8p.m., and although
the sun had set more than an hour ago, the bright full moon gave a seductively clear view of the
ocean around him.This was his real home.The swell, already reasonably large, was flowing in a
consistent direction, and had none of the usual roughness to it. Tonight, he would sleep
soundly.He climbed down the stairs and into the main cabin. Still wide awake, he flicked open
his laptop. It was connected to the main information and satellite system that had cost him a
fortune to have installed onboard Second Chance.On the top of his computer screen, there was
a picture of a mailbox and to the right of it appeared the number 3. He clicked on the icon.At
times, he was unsure whether he loved or hated having access to such communications while at
sea. He found three letters in his inbox and about a dozen more in his spam filter. Two messages
were from Deep Sea Expeditions. He hit skip – they were probably after him. With this storm



coming in, they were going to need everyone they could get, and they were probably trying to
rescind his leave. He was on holiday, so it was not his problem. This storm was for him.The last
email was from Kevin Reed.Sam had studied at MIT with Kevin, but had never had any particular
relationship with him. Kevin had been studying Geometric Variances, while Sam had been
studying Oceanography, before moving on to get his Master’s in Microbiology. He couldn’t for the
life of him come up with a reason why the man would be emailing him now. He was pretty certain
he hadn’t signed up for the college alumni. Besides, he wasn’t old enough for a reunion,
anyway.The very thought of it made him laugh.He opened the message and started
reading.Dear Sam,My wife and I have been in Europe on a six-month climbing holiday. You will
never believe what we found! This was the only one, although we continued to search the area
for two weeks before we were willing to let it go.I was wondering if you could tell me where it
could have come from, and whether or not you think we might find more like it?Attached was a
Jpeg file showing a small gold ingot bearing at its center, the impression of a letter G and a letter
O, separated by an artistically designed infinity symbol.Any advice you could impart would be
much appreciated.Kind regards, Kevin and Sally.At the bottom of the letter, were the words: do
you want to come on a treasure hunt?Sam laughed at that.Why is it that when people know that
you work for an underwater salvage company in the role of Special Operations, they
automatically assume you’re interested in treasure hunting?He studied the picture for a couple
of minutes.Gold had never held any special interest for him. After all, what was he going to do
with it? What piqued his interest was the story behind where the gold had come from.He
forwarded the image to Blake Symonds, a merchant banker in Venice. A friend of his father’s, the
man specialized in gold bullion and fine European antiquities. If anyone knew about where the
ingot had come from, it would be him. With the photo attached, Sam asked the simple question,
do you know whose emblem this is? He then drew a red arrow pointing to the G&O
impression.That done, Sam climbed into his bunk and went to sleep, while Second Chance
sailed on south towards hell.*Tom Bower was sitting in the dark hull of the Maria Helena, staring
at his laptop. Despite the powerful air conditioning, his face glistened with beads of sweat as he
examined the catastrophic low that was rapidly approaching the northeast coast of Australia.He
had hazel brown eyes and a permanent smile, which best expressed his happy-go-lucky attitude
towards life. His dark, curly hair and olive complexion suggested a Mediterranean ancestry, even
though he was a third generation American. At six foot four, he was considered much too tall to
be a pilot, and even less suitable to the world of cave diving. At both of which, he was an expert.
At the age of twenty-eight, Tom had already achieved more than most people would achieve in a
lifetime.His general demeanor was relaxed, and he believed he would always manage to get
through whatever happened to him. His smile was kind, and his friends often found his
insouciance, despite any given disaster, as one of his most endearing yet infuriating traits.In
front of him, were a multitude of meteorology reports.Even after having discussed the weather
with the three brightest meteorologists in the world, the best information he could gather was not
much better than what had been available when he was a child.There was a cyclone heading



towards the northeast coastline of Australia, and depending on where it hit, there would almost
certainly be a lot of damage to people, buildings and the environment.All the science that was
designed to protect them could sink right to the ocean floor, for all its usefulness today.Tom had
spent four years in Florida as a young boy while his father was posted there with the Navy. He
knew all about hurricanes, and he always hated them. As a boy, he promised himself that he was
going to move as far from water as possible. When he finished secondary school, he joined the
Marines as a helicopter pilot, happy to have distanced himself from the sea and the risk of
hurricanes.Not long after his initial training, he served in Afghanistan, where he mainly
performed Hot Drops with Navy SEALS and Medevacs. It was dangerous work, but at least there
was no enormous body of water below him. 
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apoem, “Great story.. I really enjoyed this book. The author did a good job of bringing the
characters to life. They are mostly believable and very likable. The setting is well described. One
thing I liked was the tidbits of history the author tossed in about various areas the characters
explored.The premise of this story is that in World War 2 several families used their money to fly
out of Germany in an airship. However, something happened and the airship goes missing for
years. When a piece of gold suspected of flying out of the airship is found the adventure starts.
Murder, mountain chases and strange viruses.I completely enjoyed this book with a few
thoughts- First one is that some of what the author pictured in his head I could not. Second,
some of what the author wrote about was just unbelievable. An airship flying out of a cave after
that many years, a cave in a mountain that was underwater but you had to climb to get to it?
Some of that was just difficult to swallow.I really enjoyed this book. I was able to suspend
disbelief and just read it and enjoy.”

Bookfan, “An exciting, fun and suspenseful adventure. The tale starts with the mysterious
disappearance of the airship “Magdalena” in 1939 passengered by Jewish families desperate to
escape Nazi Germany and immediately incites intriguing questions about the last minute
addition of a Nazi scientist to the passenger list and the items, other than gold and valuables,
which the passengers are trying to keep from the Nazi’s.When a friend of Sam Reilly finds a gold
bar thought to have belonged to one of the passengers, Sam becomes keen to find the airship
that vanished without a trace 75 years earlier but his search attracts a lot of interest from
unscrupulous characters who will stop at nothing to get their hands on the airship and the
treasure it contains. Sam wonders what exactly the passengers of the airship were trying to
hide.The book has all the ingredients of a classic action and adventure story. It is exciting and
interesting with a plausible plot and strong likeable heroes that save the day against all odds.
The book takes you on a fast paced adventure around the globe to save humanity from imminent
disaster.Consistent with the genre of the book the focus is on action and adventure and not
necessary on any deep character development or literary virtuosity. Nevertheless the story was
nicely written, flowed well and the characters were portrayed realistically making them easy to
understand so that the way they acted and related to each other felt natural.This book is part of
the Sam Reilly series but each book can be read as a standalone.Overall this is an exciting, fun
and suspenseful adventure that grips you from the get-go. If you enjoy Clive Cussler’s stories or
a good action and adventure novel you will enjoy this book. I give it 4.5 stars.”

wej foxall, “The Pursuit of Power and Wealth. A novel is written essentially to entertain and to
enlighten the curious reader. This book does that in spades, even if occasionally one wonders
how possible it would be to enact various operations in this scenario. We start back in the dark
days of the second world war when a great German engineer and flyer has designed and built



an airship which, though now rather overtaken in technical achievement, is so advanced and
grand that a flight is arranged covertly to transport two families of very wealthy Jews and their
valuables to safety. They are joined at the last moment by a rather mysterious man with a
suitcase containing something so extraordinary that it is a secret from everyone. The flight gets
into trouble and the reader presumes the airship and its contents to be lost. That is the basis for
this diffuse story 70 years on. A very wealthy American, Sam Reilly, flyer and Doctor of
Microbiology, has a sea journey planned and enlists his good friend and expert pilot, Tom, to
accompany him. The ship gets into terrible storm trouble from which the search for the mystery
of the Airship and its contents derive. After many difficult and dangerous adventures the scene
moves to beneath a mountain and the ultimate solving of the mystery. This is a terrific story,
keeping the reader on his toes all the way and the pages turn so fast and readily. A lasting
impression to this reader, however, is the constant presence of extreme wealth, not in itself evil,
but generating greed, power and corruption, which is worsened by occasional gratuitous use of
dubious language. It does not, however, diminish the achievement of the author in writing a
constantly interesting and pulsating story which is eminently readable.”

The book by Christopher Cartwright has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 2,056 people have provided
feedback.
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